
rgw - Bug #12079

rgw: need conversion tool to handle fixes following #11974

06/18/2015 09:17 PM - Yehuda Sadeh

Status: Resolved % Done: 0%

Priority: Urgent Spent time: 0.00 hour

Assignee: Orit Wasserman   

Category:    

Target version:    

Source: other Affected Versions:  

Tags:  ceph-qa-suite:  

Backport: hammer Pull request ID:  

Regression: No Crash signature (v1):  

Severity: 3 - minor Crash signature (v2):  

Reviewed:    

Description

need to update the radosgw-admin tool that handles a similar case.

Related issues:

Related to rgw - Bug #11974: Fix tool for #11442 does not correctly fix objec... Resolved 06/12/2015

Copied to rgw - Backport #12502: rgw: need conversion tool to handle fixes fo... Resolved 06/18/2015

Associated revisions

Revision f02ca610 - 07/06/2015 06:09 PM - Yehuda Sadeh

rgw: conversion tool to fix broken multipart objects

Fixes: #12079

Broken multipart objects: multipart objects that created on 0.94.2

and that start with underscore have a bad locator on their tail objects.

This extends the tool that was needed for older issue we've had with

hammer multipart objects (that start with underscore). The same usage

applies:

$ radosgw-admin bucket check --check-head-obj-locator \

--bucket=<bucket> [--fix]

Signed-off-by: Yehuda Sadeh <yehuda@redhat.com>

Revision e19f928b - 07/28/2015 03:54 PM - Yehuda Sadeh

rgw: conversion tool to fix broken multipart objects

Fixes: #12079

Broken multipart objects: multipart objects that created on 0.94.2

and that start with underscore have a bad locator on their tail objects.

This extends the tool that was needed for older issue we've had with
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hammer multipart objects (that start with underscore). The same usage

applies:

$ radosgw-admin bucket check --check-head-obj-locator \

--bucket=<bucket> [--fix]

Signed-off-by: Yehuda Sadeh <yehuda@redhat.com>

(cherry picked from commit f02ca6107172cecd80a490df9f0d66204e62326c)

History

#1 - 06/30/2015 06:06 PM - Yehuda Sadeh

- Status changed from New to Fix Under Review

#2 - 06/30/2015 06:07 PM - Yehuda Sadeh

- Assignee changed from Yehuda Sadeh to Orit Wasserman

#3 - 07/14/2015 06:02 PM - Yehuda Sadeh

- Status changed from Fix Under Review to Pending Backport

- Backport set to hammer

#4 - 07/28/2015 03:35 PM - Kefu Chai

https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/5108

#5 - 08/11/2015 06:02 PM - Yehuda Sadeh

- Status changed from Pending Backport to Resolved
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